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available for this variation. International Priority Shipping. When you purchase a radio from BRS
not only do you get a great semi truck radio you get a FREE professionally wired truck radio
harness to connect it to your truck as well as a set of radio removal keys to remove that old
radio. We will also hold you hand by being there by phone with a TEXTME connection for any
questions you might have during or after the install. How great is that! If you are looking for the
factory radio harness for a new OEM radio like a Delphi and new Panasonic radios. This will
plug into the back of the radio and give you pin out and color instructions for the OEM. This
harness is the one that plugs into this example. Have your own radio you want to install in your
Kenworth. Looking for a Kenworth radio harness then you have found the right page. Toggle
thru the pages and find the one that matches your Year and Model. All the harnesses are color
coded with the color ID printed on the outside of the package. We made it even easier by the
fact the color will match all popular radios so you are basically matching colors to colors. A fast
way is to text us the Year and Model of you truck to and just ask. You can also text us a pic of
the harness we need to match. Don't feel comfortable wiring you own radio harness. We offer a
service that will do it for you. When you start your install you want have to search for the radio
keys before you can start. Purchase the PLUS version to insure you have the keys. Need to
remove your old radio for replacement? Does your old radio have 2 small holes on each side of
the face? We sell the removal tool to release the factory spring retainers that hold it in place.
You can use other means but this is what this tool is for. Works every time. SAVE 3. Look for
the PLUS package. This is where you will detach and plug in a mating plug like the ones above.
This helps insure a match, saving time and money. Text us your truck Year, Make and Model
and we can tell you which harness to use SmartNav If you own a Peterbilt truck with a SmartNav
system and want to change out the radio here it is. Doing this will allow you to have music on
the same speakers but the monitor will no longer work. Leave monitor as a hole filler.
Unplugged from the factory radio it is dead. If your system looks like this then you are good
with this harness. We have packaged the SmartNav harness with the antenna adaptor because
you will need it to have reception on your radio. Most of our harness are designed to work with
the REI line of radios. Some of the more popular brands we also offer a harness designed for
those that already have a radio. Included with the REI harness is a diagram that shows what
each wire is used for so you can cut off the REI side connector plug and wire it to your
aftermarket radio with ease. For those installing your own radio we offer a easy pigtail that can
be wired to your own radios pigtail and then plug into the tractors radio harness. No worry
trying to ID the colors or wires. Purchase harness below. Most of your JCB applications should
look like this. If so and you have your own radio this harness will work on any radio. If the
tractor side matches the pic then this is the harness you need. John Deere furnished a seperate
ground wire bundled with the antenna lead. This was a way of JD for fixing ground noise
created on the tractor. The factory black ground wire usually had a round lung ring fitting on it.
Our harness adapter has the color code on it. If you are buying your own tractor radio from
someone else Farm Radio Supply has the wiring harness for it. Purchase the 16 Pin Kioti radio
harness and wire it to the pigtail of the new radio you just bought. The Kubota 9 Pin harness
includes crimp caps and a wire tie to insure your install is secure. FRS prewires its radios with
this harness if requested thru the text box under each radio. Older and some M series tractors
used a 9 pin as well but rectangle not square like the 9 Pin. FRS also sells the popular 9 Pin
Kubota harness for those who already have their own radio. No extra pigtail harness needed.
McCormick has made it easy to install a new radio in its equipment. If not sure it applies to your
application, remove the radio and examine the connector. Should consists of either a single
plug divided into 2 sections that can contain 8 pins each or 2 separate 8 pin connectors that
look similar. Refer to pic of black connector. If the pic here matches the one on your tractor this
is the one you need. This makes a cheaper choice if you are installing your own radio because it
does not have the D6 plug on the other end. Another common harness is the Here you can
purchase it without the D6 plug on the other end and save a lot. FRS Check back to see more
product. When it comes to knowing which harness would fit your tractor the best way is to pull
out the radio and compare it to the ones listed for your brand. If you are cannot do this take a
pic and text it to along with as much info about make model year. If that is still not a good way
for you just call us a We have several sources to help you ID which one is right. Weitere
Informationen Ok. About us! Information Shipping Claim Imprint Datenschutz. You are not
logged in [ Login ]. Main page Order history Recall list My Account. New Products Remaining
Stock. BMW pin Extension Harness, length 6. Allows you to relocate the connector of the
original Head Unit from the trunk of the car
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back into the dashboard area where the aftermarket radio will be located. The already
completed pinning of the extension harness including I-Bus and antenna remote wire makes it
easy to retrofit the Head Unit by using the original steering wheel remote control functions if
equipped OEM. Important notice:Please always check which connector is installed in the
vehicle 17 Pin or Quadlock before placing the order! Therefore a separate fused 12V cable
directly connected to the main battery has to be installed. Extension harness to retrofit from an
oem BMW Professional Navigation to a universal aftermarket radio. Allows you to relocate the
connector from the original radio unit from the trunk of the car back into the dashboard where
the aftermarket radio will be located. The complete pinning of the extension harness incl.
Always disconnect all parts of the original Professional Naviagtion System. Clear Selection
Manufacturer. We only deliver to Resellers, Distributors and industry partners.

